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Asymptotic results, similar to those of Roth and Szekeres, are obtained for 
certain partition problems. These results are then applied to the distribution 
of integers of the form p$p3 -.p:‘, where dl > de > *.* > d, ,pr denotes 
the ith prime and r is arbitrary. The saddle-point method is used to obtain the 
asymptotic results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {AJ,O<h,<h,<*.., be an infinite sequence of real numbers 
without a finite limit point. Let N(u) be defined by 
and suppose that for each E > 0 there exists a constant C = C(E) such 
that 
N(u) < C(E) * exp(eu). 
Then the infinite product 
g(s) = fi (1 - exp (-A”s))-l 
“4 
converges for all complex s with Re s > 0. Let l, run through the mono- 
tone increasing sequence of linear combinations of the A, with non- 
negative integral coefficients, then 
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~(2,) is equal to the number 
Let 
Then for Re s > 0 
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of partitions of 1, into summands from (&}. 
g(s) = Jo e-““dP(u) ; 
and by a well-known inversion formula 
P(u) = Fz (l/24 s,“:: (g(s)/s) eau ds 
for C > 0. Since this integral is conditionally convergent we, analogously 
to De Bruijn [l] in his treatment of Mahler’s problem, define PI(u) by 
PI(u) = j”” P(t) dt. (1.1) 
0 
Then 
PI(u) = $i (l/2&) Jcyy ( g(s)/s2) esu ds (1 .a 
for real C > 0. 
In this note we derive an asymptotic formula for PI(u) and then P(u) 
under certain restrictions on the A, . Then we obtain an estimate for the 
number Q(x) of integers <x of the form 
pp’p? . . . pp, 
where 01~ > 0~~ 3 01~ > -.* > CII, and pr is the kth prime, r being arbitrary. 
We have considered the case of integral h, previously [2] and several of 
the arguments of [2] are used in this article. In obtaining our result on 
P(u) from that on PI(u) we have followed in many ways the papers of 
Szekeres [3] and Roth and Szekeres [4]. Theorem 2.2 is related to Schwarz 
[5, Theorems 5,6]. Theorem 2.2 supplements [5, Theorem 51 and the 
assumptions seem to be more easily verified than in [5, Theorem 61. 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS FOR PARTITIONS 
First of all we require some definitions. Let 01 = c@) be determined 
from 
24 = 1 A”(& - 1)-l - 201-l. (2.1) 
A, = A,(a) (p = 1, 2,...) is defined as in [4], namely, 
A, = C hfgJeOLAY)(eaA’ - 1)“, 
where g,,(x) is a certain polynomial of degree <p - 1 and in particular 
g&) = 1 and g&) = X. Let 
Let 
B, = B,(u) = A, + 2 (- 1)” (p) ! d-u. 
the summation being subject to 
tL1+p2 +*.* -I-kio= 12f-3, 
where the d’s are certain numerical constants. Let 
fA(X) = c e+,. 
We say that (i = {A”) has property (I) if with E > 0 an arbitrary constant, 
p a fixed positive integer, 
and 
1 (xAy), e+u = O(fj+‘(x)), 
as x -+ 0. 
( LlcMl(~(l - fi; 1+cj’3(x))) = O(l), 
We say A has property (II) if there exists some constant 6 with 1 > 6 > 0 
and some constant 7 with + > 7 > 0 such that 
and 
as x 4 0. 
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It is shown in [2] that A has properties (I) and (II) when any of the 
conditions (i), (ii), or (iii) below hold: 
(i) s = lim(log log &/log V) exists and s > 0; 
(ii) @iii log &/log ~)/(b log &/log V) < +j; 
(iii) N(2u) = O(N(u)) as 24 -+ co. 
Throughout this section all O-terms are independent of 01. However, all 
estimates and inequalities involving a: may hold only for sufficiently small 
01 (or equivalently sufficiently large u). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C, Cl , C, , and 6 be arbitrary positive constants. Then 
s r 1 g(a + it)/g(a)/ t-2 dt = O(&/2), 
Furthermore, if there exists a AN such that 
cp-1/3 < A, f c&Y--f3 
for all suficienfly small 01 then 
I ,u / g(a + it)/g(a)l t-2 dt = O(N-~+~/~). 
Proof. Let 
for 0 < E and v = 1, 2,..., To prove the first part of the lemma let E = 4. 
Let 
s,,, = [C, co) - sy2; 
s,,, = [C, co) n sy2. 
From 12, Lemma 3.41, it follows that 
(1 - exp(-a&))/(1 - exp(-aA, + i&t)) = 0(&2> 
if t E S(i) . Now 
s s(1, 1 da i- it>/g(a)l t-2 dt = 0 [all2 1 * SC11 t-2 dt/ = 0(&2), 
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and 
This proves the first part of Lemma 2.1. 
Let us now assume that there exists a AN such that &13 < AN< 
CL-*-~~~; the set J, j = 1, 2 ,..., is defined by 
J = KbdU - (m’i3/U, WU + (~1/3/U. 
There will be at most 2a1M,/A,7r segments of length VT/&,, contained in J. 
Thus if t E Jit follows from [2, Lemma 3.41 that 
(a) (1 - exp(-&))/(I - exp(-auh, + z&t)) = 0(&l”-*) except on 
a set of measure 
[(2cX’/“A&r) + 21 x 2&3/hN = 0(&3-8). 
Let 
J’ = Kj&) - (~“/“A), (j4U + (a2’3/U. 
By [2, Lemma 3.41 if t E J - J’ then 
(b) (1 - exp(--Luh,))/(l - exp(--orA, + i&t)) = O(CG/~). 
From (a) and (b) it follows that I g(a + it) g-l(a)/ = 0(~11~/~-*) except 
on a set of measure O(LX~/~) if t E J - J’; and since the measure of J’ is 
O(cA3), the same holds for t E J. 
Hence 
s J [ g(a + it)/g(a)l t-2 dt = O{CX~/~-Y-~>. 
Since 5’:” = u” Jit follows that with So) = [C, co) n S:/’ that 
(4 fs,,, I g(a + W/g(a)1 t-2 dt = O{(Y~‘~}. 
From [2, Lemma 3.41 if t E Se) = [C, co) - S:‘/” then 1 g(a + it) g-l(a)/ 
= O{a2p}, hence 
(d) f / g(a + it)/g(a)l t-2 dt = O{a2~3}. 
SW 
The second part of the lemma follows from (c) and (d). 
We now prove 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A have properties (I) and (II). Suppose furthermore 
that 
E (log log X,/log v) < co, 
and that c+/~K~” = O(1) as 01 -+ 0. Let m be any fixed integer > 2. Then 
P&) = (2&J-l/z cc-2 exp CYU - 2 log (1 - e-“, 
I "Xl )I1 
[ 
m-2 
x 1 + c Dp + O(fj-@+ 
p=l 
(CL)} + O{mq1:2}] . 
Proof. From (1.2) 
P&d) = c2 exp {ua + log g(a)) 
ThUS 
X (l/2+) g+% 1 
CiiT 
(g(sYg(4)(442 e(s-e)u ds. c-iT 
x (-$&r ettU dt. (2.1) 
NOW following [2] let to = c$~‘+“)/‘; then for 1 t ) < to , since 
I ( 
2m-2 
(1 + ia-1t)-2 = exp -2 (it/a) + C ((-l)“+l/p)(it/a) Ir + O(t/0r)2” 
ir=2 ) 
it follows as in [2] that with E > 0 an arbitrary constant 
G(ol, t, u) = (g(a + it)/g(ol))(l + (it/a))-2 eitU 
= exp [‘El (@Bu/~!)(it/ol)lL + O((tli2,ji+c(0$] (2.2) 
IA=2 
and furthermore that 
i ‘* G(a, t, u) dt = (27r/B2)‘j2 
1 
-to 
+ F” D, + Off;-‘*“/3)(01)} . (2.3) 
p=l 1 
Since j 01(01 + it)-l 1 < 1 it follows exactly as in [2, Lemmas 3.1, 3.2) 
that 
(2.4) 
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for each constant N > 0. Furthermore it follows as in [2, Theorems 3.3, 
3.41 that there exists a constant C > 0 (C = 3+2a,) such that 
for each constant N > 0. 
Finally from Lemma 2.1 it easily follows that 
s 
m G(a, t, u) dt = O(CX~/~). 
C 
(2.6) 
The integral extending from -co to -to of G(ol, t, U) is treated the same 
way. Thus the theorem follows from (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) and 
[2, Lemma 2.31. 
Since P(u) is constant for I, < u < Zm+i , 
We now introduce some more notation. Let G(a, t, U) be defined by 
(2.2). Let Aa = c&+~) - a(&), A log PI = log P&+J - log PI(&); 
etc. Let us denote a(/,+,) by aI,+1 . If 01 appears without any subscript then 
it is understood that 01 = 01, = c&J. Let F(a, 1,) be defined by 
Then 
F(oI, Z,) = (exp{ucu + log g(a)>)/a22g. (2.7) 
and 
(2.8) 
A log pl = A log F + log 11 + j-1 dG dt//-t G(a, t, I,> d1 . 
In [4] Roth and Szekeres considered the functions P,(n) corresponding 
to P&z) and the function log(P,(n + 1)/P&)) corresponding to d log PI . 
They showed the dominant contribution to A log P,(n) arises from the 
term corresponding to d log F. The rest of this section is mainly concerned 
with showing that the same is true here. 
Note that Im+l - Z, < A, . 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 01 be defined by (2.1). Let E > 0 be an arbitrary 
constant. Then 
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where 
C = C Xy”((ez”“v + eAuol)/eaAu - 1)3) + (4/a3). 
Y 
Proof. From Taylor’s theorem it follows that 
h z-.---L- 
e% - 1 
- Aa hv2eahv 
(& - 1 > 2 
+ (da)2 A”3 7;;” +_ $ - h,l(Aa)3 x 
e3bao + 4e2k~ + ebm . 
(em& - 1)4 ’ 
where 01 > a,, > 01 + dol. The last term is largest in absolute value when 
a,, = a + da; thus 
I nL+l - z, = -AaB2 + C(Alx)2 + O{(a + Aa)-4,f,:+E(a + Aa)(Aa)3}. 
Since we are assuming that A has property (II) it follows that if dol = 
O(c?) then &(a + AN) = O{fA(a)f, thus the lemma follows in a routine 
manner from this expression for I,,, - 2, . 
LEMMA 2.3. 
log g(cx + Aa f- it) = log g(u + it) 
+ Aa! ~ ~xp(h,(~ “; it>) --r + o~A2(doL)2}’ 
ProoJ: Since 1 exp(A,(ol + it))1 = exp(h,a) and [ exp(h,(ol + it)) - 1 i 
> / exp(A+) - 1 1 , the lemma follows from Taylor’s theorem since II has 
property (II). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let E > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Then 
d log F = --(&A, + a-1) A a + O{ cr2f;+‘(cx)(A a)“]. 
Proof. This again follows from Taylor’s theorem and property (II). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M, C, , C, , E, and 6 be arbitrary positive constants. 
Then 
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Furthermore, if there exists a &. such that 
for all suficiently small ar; then 
s_ym A(vL: G(a, t, I,) dt = 0{(01*‘~-%,1’~ + ~lfi;~(a))(l,,,+, - Em)}. 
ProoJ: From the definition of G (Eq. (2.2)) 
AG = G(ar, t, &,) exp (it(l,+, - 43 x U + A log Ma + i~Yd41 
- Wt/(~ + it))(A+) + W2 log [da + @/g(a)] + (AoJ~)~) 
- @a, 4 4J. (2.9) 
(a) If 1 t / < f. , then as in [4] 
1% da + iOld = f f (h/p WW, 
v=l!.L=l 
where b, is defined by 
Thus it readily follows that 
The O-constant is independent of v and p. 
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Now one may verify as in [2,4] that with E > 0 an arbitrary constant 
i (Llb,/p!)(ith,)~ = - Aa A2 it 
u-1 
+ O(c%-3 A Olt2fy$x)} 
+ O(ta-y;++x!)(Acq;~. 
Thus for / t I < t, , 
A log da + Wd4 
= - Acx A, it + 0(01-V Aafj+“(Ol)J + O((Acq ta-y;+‘(~)) 
= - Aci it A, + O((P/a)fX~)(&z+-1 - &a)) 
+ O{ta fi;‘l-%~(lm+l - (J,. (2.10) 
For / t I ,< t,, 
expGNn,+l - 2,)) = 1 + it&, - I,) + OU2U,+~ - &A> (2.11) 
and 
(it/(a + it))(da/a) = (it/a”) da + O{(t2/a3) da}. (2.12) 
Now from (2.9) to (2.12) it follows that for j t 1 < to 
AG = G(a, t, Z,)[-itda B, + it(lm+l - 1,) 
+ wz/4fit’(4um+l - CN 
+ wfi”-“(4(zm+* - m 
+ o~~~~2~3(4(lm+l - I,,,. 
Now as we have seen (Eq. (2.2)) 
G(or, t, f,) = exp rfz (cPB,/p!)(it/@ + O{(t/a)“” fp(a) I] 
IL=2 
= exp(--012B2f2)[1 + i(B,/B,) t + O{cc2filf(a) t2)]. 
Upon substituting this expression for G(ol, t, Z,) into our last expres- 
sion for AG and then integrating from --to to to and noting that the odd 
powers of t cancel by symmetry we obtain 
(2.13) 
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(b) It is sufficient to consider the integral extending from t,, to to. 
lrn dG = jrn d ] g(:Gjit) (*)‘I exp(itl,+,) dt 
tu to 
s 
m g(a + it) - 
g(a) k&)2 
exp(itl,)(l - exp(it(l,+, - Z,> dt 
to 
= II - r, . 
Let us denote the integrand in 11, that is, A( } exp(itZ,+,), by H1 and the 
integrand in I, by H2 . 
In [2, Lemmas 3.1, 3.21 we have seen that for to < t G C&~(E) 
da + Ws(4 = o~f,-Nw (2.14) 
for each fixed N > 0. 
Now from Lemma 2.3 
d log da + it>/g(4 = 0 [da 1 OyI(exp(~~J - I))/ . Y 
Furthermore 
A log(a/(a + it)) = O{Lla/a}. 
Thus 
f4 = oi( gb + wg(4)(4(~ + it))” d2(4(~m+, - L>>. (2.15) 
Hence 
where M is any constant > 0. 
Moreover for t,, < t < ~$~“(a) 
1 - exp(it(l,+, - bn)) = wd16(4(Ll+~ - M>. 
Thus 
J afAs(a) H2 dt = O{c~y;~(a)(Z,,,+~ - bll)~ til 
(2.16) 
where A4 > 0 is any constant. 
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In [2, Theorems 3.3, 3.41 it is shown that there exists a constant C, 
(C, = 3n/2a,) independent of (Y such that for each constant N > 0 
s a;;8tw, I gta + it)lg(d dt = W@W). 
(2.18) 




HI dr = O{c&“(a) x (Z,+l - L)}. (2.19) 
Now there exists an absolute constant C,, such that 
1 - exp@Um+l - 48 = WLl - 48 
for I G+l - r,)i < C, . Thus the proof of [2, Theorem 3.41 modified to 
take account of the factor 1 - exp(it(l,+, - I,)) shows that there exists 




H, dr = 0(01~~~(01)(Z~+~ - 1,)). 
From (2.15) and Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
or from the second part of Lemma 2.1 that 
(2.22) 
Moreover from Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
I 
02 
Hz dt = O(a5’2(lm+l - I,)) (2.23) 
c~/(z,+l-z,) 
or if the conditions of the second part of the lemma are satisfied that 
641/8/4-z 
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From (2.16), (2.19), (2.21), (2.17), (2.18), (2.22) and (2.21) we obtain that 
or if the conditions of the second part of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied, 
s m AG = O{CN~-~(~~+~ - Q> + owf,-“w(~,+, - Q>. -m 
Since jTW G(ol, t, 1,) dt > A; “’ this completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A have properties (I) and (11). Suppose furthermore 
that 
5 (log log &/log u) < co. 
Then 
(a) ifa312Biiz = o(l) as a ---f 0, with m any$.xed integer > 2; 
P(u) = (27rBJ”” N.-I exp au - 2 log (I - e-“v) 
/ v=l I 
[ 
m-2 
x 1 + c Dp + O{f;-‘2”/3’(~)} + O{a3/2B;lz} 1 . Cl=1 
(b) Let C, , C, , and 6 be arbitrary positive constants. If there exists 
a hN such that 
C~cc1f3 < A, < c201-1f3-3 
for all su$iciently small a, and ~~~~~~~~~~ = o( 1) as LX--+ 0; 
P(u) = (2z7B2)-li2 a-’ ~llu - f log (1 - e-““” 
"=l )I 
m-2 
x 1 + C Dp + O{f;-'2"/3'(a)} + O(a5/3-BB;Iz) . 
0=2 I 
Proof. From (2.8), Lemmas (2.4), and (2.5) it follows that 
(a) A log PI = ~l(l,+~ - 1,) + O{a5/2B~‘2(L,+, - 1,)) + O{c~Lf$‘(a) 
(L,l - L>>, or 
(b) A log PI = LX(Z,+~ - l,) + O{~s’3-sB;‘2(L+~ - C)) + O{“f;‘?a) 
Gn+1 - LJ~. 
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Recalling that P(Z,) = P(Z,+, - /,)/(/,+, - I,), the theorem follows 
easily for u = 1, . Since P(U) is constant for I,, < u < I,,, and since it is 
easily seen that 
d exp(au + logg(4) = O(a), 
the theorem follows for all U. 
3. CONCERNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE q-NUMBERS 
Throughout this section we let p denote a prime and pk denote the 
kth prime. Let O(x) denote the Tschebyschef function 
O(x) = c logp. 
P<X 
Let 44 = It&! 1. We say that an integer is a q-number if it is of the 
form 
where CX~ >, 01~ > ... > OL, r being arbitrary. 
Let Q(x) be the number of q-numbers < x. Then if we let A, = O(pJ it is 
easily seen that P(U) = Q<eU). We shall apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain an 
asymptotic relation for Q(eU). For this purpose we prove: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 6 be an arbitrary positive constant. Let s be an arbitrary 
fixed integer > 0. Then as 01 --)r 0: 
(i) C log (I - e-a°CY)) 
= 01 logl(l,a) [ g log&a) + O !log"-('+s) i& z 0 
where Bi = (- l)i JF log(1 - e-g) log* y dy. 
(ii) C O(P) 
P ea@(p) - 1 
= 012 loi(l,u) [i. logC;;,a) + O 110gs-(1+8) +I]; 
where Ci = -Bi + iBiWl , 
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where Di = -2& + 2i&, + i(i - 1) Bi--2 . 
Proof. We shall employ the following results (see, for example, [6]). 
m(x) = 1’ (&/log t) + 0(x exp( - C log112 x)>, 
2 
(3.1) 
O(x) = x + 0(x exp(-C log1i2 x}. (3.2) 
We first replace 8(p) by p in the sums of(i), (ii), (iii). If we break up each 
summation as 
Jl = 41) + 42) + 43) 3 
where &l denotes summation over those p < a-l exp( -log’/“( I/a)), z1t21 
denotes summation over those p ,< 01-l exp(log1/4(l/a)) < p < a-lexp 
(log1/4(l/cu)), and &l denotes summation over those p for which p 2 a-l 
exp(log1/4(l/a)), we readily obtain from (3.2) that in (i), for example, 
C log(1 - e-a@@)) = [l + O{exp(-log1~4(l/ar)}] x C log(l - e-ap), 
P P 
and similar results for the sums of (ii) an (iii). (3.3) 
From (3.1) it readily follows that (as in Mitsui [7]) 
c f(p) = Sam W)lhs t) dt + f(m) Q(m) - (kf) QO> dc (3.4) 
p<m 
where 
Q(x) = O{x exp( -C log112 x)}, 
From (3.4) it follows that 
T log (1 - e-@) = /2a log (’ - e-a’) dx + 0 1 a-l exp (-C log’/4 i) I; log x 
(3.5) 
; & = J2m (eaz _” tlog x + 0 1 a-2 exp (-C lw1/4 k) 1 - (3.6) 
; (earr”,,2 = szm fi dx + 0 Ic3 exp (-C log1/4 +)I . (3.7) 
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Now 
I ma log (1 - e-“*) & 2 log x 
1 O” =- 




= u-1 log-l - 
a exp(-log’~a(i/d) 
log (1 - 62-Y) 
x [go-)” ( lo;& ji + * ( lo’,9”1& ,i”] dy 
x [l + O{exp(-log1~2(1/ol))]. (3.8) 
Now (i) follows from (3.8) and (3.3). 
Similarly we obtain (ii) with 
Ci = (--I)’ Jom (y(logi y)/e” - 1) dy = -Bi + iBid , 
and similarly (iii) with 
Di = (- l){ 1 m (egya(logi y)/(eg - l)? dy = 2Ci + iCi-l 
0 
= -2Bi + iBiW1 + i(i - 1) Bi . 
This proves the lemma. 
The proof of the following lemma is a rather cumbersome though 
straightforward induction. Moreover it is very similar to that of Szekeres 
[3, Eq. (13)]; hence we omit it. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s > 0 be an arbitrary$xed integer. Then 
a = (u log 1.4)/28~)-~/~ 1 + f: Pi (log log U, log U) 
i=l 
+ O((log log u)/log U)Sfl ) 
! 
where Pi(x, y) is a certain rational function of the two variables x and y; 
moreover 
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as 01 3 0. In particular 
P, = 
-log log u + log (-28,) - 28,/B, - 2 
210gu 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Then 
Q(e”) = (271K1)-1/2 exp{au + &) x [I + 0{u-1/12+c}J, 
where CII is the root of the equation 
and 
u = C Q(p)(@(p) - ])-I - 2a-1; 
P 
Kl = C (02(p) eaB(p)/(ea8(p) - 1)2), 
P 
K2 = - 1 log (1 - e-aecp)). 
9 
Proox Clearly lim log log &/log v = 0 and N(2u) = O{N(u)} as u + co. 
Also there exists a hN such that 01-l/~ < hN < I+/~-~. Sincefh(ol> > OI-~+‘J 
and B2 < @--n for each constant 7 > 0 the theorem follows from 
Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
log Q(x) = $ ( lo;lgo; x )1’2 [ 1 - 
2 1ogT + 12B,/7r2 - 2 
2 log log X 
log log log x 2 - 
log log X )I ; 
where 
Bl = - 
I 
m log (1 - e+) log y dy. 
0 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that 
log Q(e”) = (-2Bo u/log u)llz [I + P1/2 + O(log log u/log u)“]. 
Since (see [8, p. 1631) 
B. = /I ((log (1 - z))/z) dz = -(G/6), 
0 
the corollary follows. 
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It is possible to compute additional terms in the asymptotic expansion 
of log Q(x); however, the author has been unable to obtain a general 
formula. Corollary 3.1 is an improvement over the original result of Hardy 
and Ramanujan [9]. 
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